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Our passion is high quality and fashionable fabrics! We want to inspire you for the warmer seasons by 
showing a small selection of our latest designs and collections with this first edition lookbook! To view the 

complete collections of more than 250 new items visit tootalshop.com.



D209.20.31613

D261.20.31767D242.20.31702

You can make endless 
combinations with these 
digital prints. We have a large 
selection of butterflies, flowers, 
and sweet pastel colours in our 
Primavera 2020 collection. The 
fabrics come in 100% compact 
cotton, 100% polyester, 100% 
viscose, and a cotton/linen 
blend.

D278.20.31824

Sweet and Pretty DIGITAL PRINT



D211.20.31620

Small prints are ideal for 
ladies blouses offering a smart 
casual alternative to colour 
woven designs. The digital 
prints come in a smaller design, 
but make a big impression! 
In our Primavera 2020 you 
can choose from fabrics in 
100% compact cotton, 100% 
polyester, 100% viscose, and a 
cotton/linen blend. D206.20.31605

D263.20.31773D253.20.31741

Small Designs DIGITAL PRINT



D201.20.31589

Bring some colour into your life 
with these must-have digital 
printed designs. These bright 
colours give a perfect summer 
feeling! The fabrics come in 
100% compact cotton, 100% 
polyester, 100% viscose, and a 
cotton/linen blend.

D229.20.31663

D249.20.31725D234.20.31676

Colour Explosion DIGITAL PRINT



D238.20.31689

“Animalistically’’ good prints! 
Large animals and animal 
skin designs are trendy in the 
fashion industry. Jungle prints 
come in both big and smaller 
designs with flower, tribal, 
animal and many variations 
in 100% compact cotton, 100% 
viscose, 100% polyester and a 
cotton/linen blend.

D277.20.31818

Wild



 D250.20.31729D217.20.31639 D282.20.31837

D277.20.31821D281.20.31833 D212.20.31624

DIGITAL PRINT



D251.20.31734

D226.20.31655

D256.20.31750D258.02.31759

Feel like you’re on vacation 
with these exotic and 
adventurous prints with 
flowers, animals and much 
more in various shapes, sizes 
and designs. The fabrics come 
in 100% compact cotton, 100% 
polyester, 100% viscose, and a 
cotton/linen blend.

Tropical & Leisure DIGITAL PRINT



A590.01.31456

In our Spring/Summer 2020 
collection we have a wide range 
of dobby fabrics in 
different types of symmetrical 
patterns, compositions and 
colours. The fabrics come in 
100% cotton and cotton/linen.

A590.01.31459

A589.01.31460A589.01.31460

Dobby/Slub YARN DYE



A585.01.31446

A591.01.31462A582.01.31438A581.01.31434

Check designs are an 
important part of our Spring/ 
Summer 2020 collection. 
These designs come in various 
bright and darker colours with 
a composition of 100% cotton.

Checks



A586.01.31451A584.01.31443 A587.01.31454

A582.01.31439A583.01.31442 A581.01.31435

YARN DYE



A594.01.31474

A596.01.31482A593.01.31470

Seersucker is a 100% cotton 
fabric with a puckered look and 
it is perfect for spring and 
summer periods, due to its 
elegance and lightness. We 
supply lovely seersucker items 
in fresh summer colours in 
checks and stripes.

A594.01.31475

Seersucker YARN DYE



A574.01.31414

A599.01.31491 A603.01.31506

Stripes are always strong!
In our Spring/Summer 2020 
Yarn Dye collection we have 
stripes in different designs and 
sizes, varying from bright colours 
to pastels. The fabrics come in a 
composition of 100% cotton and 
linen/cotton.

A575.01.31417

Stripes YARN DYE



A571.01.31527

Pique knitted fabric is a novelty 
in our collection, available in 
two timeless colours of white 
and blue! It became the ‘’polo’’ 
fabric because it is comfortable, 
flexible and breathes well. It is 
known for it’s geometric knit. If 
you look at it closely, it seems to 
form a ‘’honeycomb’’ or ‘’waffle’’ 
type of pattern. More colours 
will follow soon! 

A571.01.31527

Piqué PIQUÉ KNITTED



For more inspiration visit 
tootalshop.com
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